Grenfell Tower Memorial Commission 5th Anniversary film- brief
As part of the commission’s 5th year anniversary report we are creating a new project that
picks up from the film created last year.
That film from last year’s 4th anniversary is here:
https://vimeo.com/560016319/2f04bc99a1
This year, for the 5th anniversary, we would like the voices of children and young people of
the community to be part of the film, but not just as participants on screen, but
fundamentally as creators, photographers and filmmakers.
As a generation used to creating video and stills as part of their everyday communication
we’d like short films, still stories and even memes created that we can edit in to a collection
of what the future generation believes we can learn from Grenfell.
Some ideas to get started:
Using either personal or family mobile phones, like you would with a mobile phone video,
send us a film that represents you or your families experience of Grenfell; what you think
can be learned historically to take in to the future, for not just the community but the world.


This can be as simple as a few words said straight to camera by you or people you
know. What do you think of when talking about Grenfell? What does it make you
feel?



It could be a selection of still images that you’ve shot that are either of Grenfell or
the area, or something that simply means something to you.



It could also be a story about what you want people to learn from Grenfell. How do
you want people to hear your story or your families story?



Or a story about how people can be brought together in grief and how support
makes new communities, new friends, new opportunities.



Make a drawing that tells us how you feel. Then film it, or film yourself talking about
it and what it means, or photograph it.

The above is just a guide, and we will be interested in any idea you have, no matter what!
This can be through sport, art or dance. Use YouTube, Netflix or iPlayer for inspiration, a
film can be a couple of words to camera that last a few seconds if that’s what you think is all
you need to say, or it can be a 2 minute epic!
For each film produced and the people in the films, we will need either parent/carer
permission or a verbal, on camera permission from the parent/carer filmed, saying they are
happy for us to use their children’s contribution.

You can use WhatsApp to deliver us the films. Send us your clips recorded to your phone
and then sent on as a message.
Send your finished clips by Thursday 26th May, no matter how rough, to 07957695409 via
WhatsApp or using WeTransfer to gtmc@bigsmall.tv
Shoot either portrait or landscape, whatever is comfortable to you, and we will edit them
together.
We want to give you access to a real film crew too and will have our crew around the
community on 27th May 2022. We’d love to talk to you about your ideas and film on or off
camera, plus we can potentially add some other shots in to your film if you would like show
with our cinema cameras and prime lenses.
For those with an interest and that make us really great films, we can bring you in to our
edit suite in East London by the Thames and use your help with our editor make the film on
the big screen.
Contact for further information:
You can contact the Memorial Commission directly using the details below:
Phone: 0303 444 4831
Email: GTMCSecretariat@communities.gov.uk

